The Nomad Arab Camel Breeding Tribes
of the Sudan
and Ms beasts have their fill of green grass. As the
tribes go forward on the " nushugh " they move in parallel
lines so as to avoid cutting across, and fouling each other's
grazing. In the old days when the fear of an armed
attack was ever present, each tribe or section of a tribe
on the "nushugh" had its own " mek" or leader. It
was the latter's duty to keep the herds together in case
of attack, and to prevent their crossing the grazing line
of neighbours or friends. During the " nushugh" the
herds are " salted " at least twice at some water hole or
lake where there is natural salt in the earth. If this is
not procurable, baggage camels are sent back to buy
salt at the nearest market. The Arab encampment is
moved approximately every ten days on the " nushugh"
but of course the exact period depends on circumstances.
The moving of camp is called " rahil," and the signal is
given by the Sheikh beating the drum (" nvtggara") in
slow beats. When he wishes camp to be made, the
drum is beaten faster. The Sheikh pitches his tent on
the south-west side of the camp with its front facing
east. Nobody pitches tents west of or in front of the
Sheikh's except his own personal family or servants.
Before camp is moved to a new place, it is usual to send
out scouts (" dauuxir") to ascertain where the best
grazing lies.
As soon as the rain water dries up the herds return to
the wells or river, but the permanent summer quarters
are not generally fixed until well into winter. This is
because so much depends on the grass available rotmd
the different watering places, but if there is a sufficiency
of grass, the tendency is to return to the same " damar "
for a number of years. During the winter grazing camels
are not watered for months on end, and as the " nagas "
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